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Anemometer calibration at new locations by domain adaptation transfer learning

☆Current value：Cup anemometer ★Target value：Ultrasonic anemometer

Calibration method

Chiba Experiment Station RE House
🞐 Observation height: 1.5 meters above ground
🞐 Observation data volume: 1930s 10-min wind speed
🞐 Observation period: 2021.3.15 ~ 4.1

Roof of building in Tokyo Tech High
School of Science and Technology
🞐 Observation height: 2.0 meters above roof
🞐 Observation data volume: 155s 10-min wind speed
🞐 Observation period: 2021.12.11 ~ 12.12
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The clustering was adopted to
extract new training data to
adapt to the feature of new
test data from existing training
data with sufficient label data,
fully connected artificial neural
network (ANN) was used for
the calibration model.

Domain adaptation transfer
learning was used to calibrate
anemometer at a new location.
By this method, compared with
conventional machine learning
method, the relative error of
10-min wind speed statistics
can be further reduced.


